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A new critical pair theorem applied to sum-free sets
in Abelian groups

Yahya ould Hamidoune and Alain Plagne*

Abstract. We shall prove a new generalization of Vosper critical pair theorem to finite Abelian
groups. We next apply this new tool to the theory of (fc,i)-free sets in finite Abelian groups. In
particular, in most cases, we describe the structure of maximal (fc, i)-free sets and determine the
maximal cardinality of such a set. This result allows us for instance to give precisions on an old
result of Yap: we are able to describe completely the maximal sum-free sets with cardinality at
least one third ofthat of the ambient group.
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1. Introduction

Two centuries ago, Cauchy proved the first result of what is called set addition
theory [4], We refer the reader to one of the accounts [18, 19] for the usual
definitions and notations in this context. Translated into modern language, Cauchy's
result reads as follows: let A and B be two non-empty subsets of Z/pZ (p prime)
then

\A+B\ >mm(p,\A\ + \B\-l).
This result was rediscovered more than a hundred years later by Davenport [5,

6] and is now known as the Cauchy-Davenport theorem. Vosper [26, 27] could
characterize precisely the pairs of sets (A, B) for which the Cauchy-Davenport
inequality is in fact an equality (such pairs are said to be critical). To be more
precise, the essential part of Vosper's theorem states that in Z/pZ, for any pair of
sets A,B with \A\, \B\ > 2, the relation

P-2> \A+ B\ |.A| + |B|-1

can hold only if A is an arithmetic progression.

Supported by the DGA-Recherche (Prance).
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We know now several generalizations of Vosper's theorem to Abelian groups.
The first one is a difficult but nice theory developed by Kemperman [15]. One of
the authors [10, 11] also proposed generalizations using the isoperimetric method,
a method introduced in [8, 9, 10]. In particular, the following result was obtained
in [11] (as Theorem 6.6; but notice that there is a misprint in [11]: \H\ + \B\ — 1

should be replaced by \H\ + \B\ in case (iii) of Theorem 6.6).

Theorem A [11, 12]. Let A. be a generating subset of a finite Abelian group G
such that 0 G A and \A\ < |G|/2, then one of the following conditions holds:

(i) A is an arithmetic progression,
(ii) there is a subgroup H ^ {0} such that \H + A\ < min(|G| - 1, \H\ + \A\),
(iii) for any X C G such that \X\ > 2,

\A+X\ >mi

This result is useful in the study of several questions, including the Diophantine
Frobenius problem or Preiman's 3k — 3 theorem (for instance, in [12], it was used

as Lemma 2).

Vosper's result has several applications, including the characterization of maximal

sum-free sets. Given two different positive integers k and / and an additively
written group G, we say that a subset <S of G is a (k, I)-free set (some authors use

the terminologies (k, I)-sum-free set or simply (k, I)-set) if

kSDlS 0.

This holds if and only if 0 ^ kS — IS. Clearly, there is no restriction in assuming
k > 1. With the preceding definition, the sum-free sets coincide with the (2, l)-free
sets. Sum-free sets have attracted a considerable amount of work (see for example
[1] or the recent [3, 17]) and have been studied in various structures (natural
integers, semi-groups, groups) and from many viewpoints (maximal cardinality,
number, structure).

In the study of (k, Z)-free sets in groups, the fundamental problem is, an
arbitrary group G being given, the construction of all (k, Z)-free sets of G. One

may achieve this goal by describing the maximal (with respect to the inclusion)
(k, Z)-free sets in G. Two basic questions in this direction are the following:

- first, determine the maximal cardinality (denoted thereafter by Afci;(G)) of a

(k, Z)-free set in G, or at least improve on the trivial estimate

AM(G) < H, (i)

- second, describe such a (k, Z)-free set having cardinality Xkj{G).
We insist on the fact that, in this paper, a (k, Z)-free set will be said to be

maximal if it is maximal in the sense of inclusion. Although this remark looks

quite evident, it is definitely worth mentioning it since in the first papers (by
Yap and Diananda who together initiated the subject of sum-free sets in Abelian
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groups), maximal sets only means sets with maximal cardinality. During the
seventies, sum-free sets with maximal cardinality in general finite Abelian groups
have been widely studied (see for example the general account [28, Chapter 2]),
motivated by the following conjecture essentially due to Yap.

Conjecture B. Let G be a finite Abelian group, then

A,l(G)= m«
d|eXp(G)

This conjecture is tantamount to saying that, given an arbitrary Abelian group
G, the value A2ii(G) is attained for an arithmetic progression of i7-cosets, where

H is a subgroup of G such that the quotient group G/H is cyclic (see Lemma 5.2

below).
Conjecture B could be proved in any case except that of groups, whose

cardinality is equal to a product of primes congruent to 1 modulo 3. In particular, the

following result was obtained, not only but essentially, by Diananda and Yap. We

recall that the exponent of a group G is the smallest integer n, denoted by exp G,
such that nx 0 for all x in G (in additive notation).

Theorem C [7, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. Let G be any finite Abelian group.
There are three possible cases:

(i) if \G\ has at least one prime factor congruent to 2 modulo 3 then

where q is the smallest prime factor of \G\ congruent to 2 modulo 2>,

(ii) if \G\ has no prime factor congruent to 2 modulo 3 but 3 divides \G\ then

A22,l(G)

(iii) otherwise {that is, if any prime factor of \G\ is congruent to 1 modulo 3),
denoting by m the exponent of G,

\G\ ~l
am

G\ < A2,i(tr) <

In the last case, Conjecture B is tantamount to saying that the lower bound
is in fact an equality. This has been established in some special cases only (see

[22, 35]).
Concerning the structural characterization of sum-free sets attaining the maximal

cardinality A2ii(G), it is known in case (i) and (ii) of Theorem A but not in
case (iii). These results were obtained in Yap's papers and also in [22, 24, 25]. We
shall not enunciate these results here. The reader is referred to Theorems 7.8 and
7.9 in [28, Part 3] where these results are precisely stated.
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The question of (k, /)-free sets (k ^ ï) in general finite Abelian groups has been
less studied. Only the case of (k, /)-free subsets of Z/pZ (p prime) is answered. In
that case, both the value [2] of A^^Z/pZ) and the structure [21] of the (k, /)-free
subsets of TLjpTL with that cardinality are known.

Theorem D [2, 21]. Let p be an odd prime and let k,l be positive integers not
congruent modulo p and which satisfy max(A;, /) > 3. Then

k + l

and any (k, 1)-free set with this maximal cardinality m TLjpTL is an arithmetic
progression.

The traditional approach in the study of sum-free sets in groups is via the use
of Kneser's [16], Vosper's [26, 27] and Kemperman's [15] theorems. Theorem B
deals with any k and / but it requires additional spécifie properties of Z/pZ (the
Cauchy-Davenport, Vosper and Hamidoune-R.0dseth [14] theorems are used).

2. Main results

In this paper, we will first obtain yet another generalization of Vosper's theorem
which is valid in any finite Abelian group (Theorem 2.1, proved in Section 3) and
which is easy to apply.

To formulate our addition theorem, we need some notations. Let G be an
arbitrary Abelian group and H a subgroup of G. We denote by tpa,G/H the
canonical homomorphism from G onto G/H. If A is any subset of G, it will be

convenient to denote by A/H the subset ^g,g/h{A) of G/H. In reference to
Vosper's result, we say that a subset A C G is a Vosper subset of G if for any
X CG, with \X\ > 2,

\A+X\ >min(\G\-l,\A\ + \X\).

Let us finally recall that an arithmetic progression P in G is a set such that there
are two elements a and d in G and a non-negative integer s with P {a + jd\l <
3 < si-

Here is our generalization of Vosper's theorem. To deduce Vosper's theorem
from this result is left to the reader as an exercise.

Theorem 2.1. Let A be a generating subset of a finite Abelian group G such that
0 G A. Suppose also

\A\ < \G\/2.

Then there exists a subgroup H of G with
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such that A/H is either an arithmetic progression or a Vosper subset in G/H.

After having proved Theorem 2.1 in Section 3, we will apply it to (k, Z)-free
sets. We suspect that this result could be useful in several other contexts. For
example, in [13], we obtain another application of this result to inverse additive
number theory.

Our study of (k, /)-free sets will generalize all the results known in the case

of sum-free sets. In the very case of sum-free sets, our approach leads to some

improvement on the known results and give precisions on Yap's results.
In Section 4, using Theorem 2.1, we will first derive a structural result on

"large" maximal [k, /)-free sets. To state this result, we let for any given finite
set X,

1 if \X\ is odd,
0 otherwise.

Theorem 2.2. Let k and I be two different positive integers. Let A be a maximal
(k, l)-free set in an arbitrary finite Abelian group G. If

(k + l)\A\ > \G\ + l-e(G),
then there exists a subgroup H of G such that

• A + H A,
• G/H is a cyclic group,
• A/H is an arithmetic progression, and,

• A/H is a maximal (k, I)-free set.

In Section 5, we investigate the value of A^; (G). We first derive a general result.
As it will turn out from our approach, the natural parameter to be introduced is

the maximal cardinality of a (k,l)-free arithmetic progression in a cyclic group
of order d (or, equivalently, in TLjdTL). In particular, any (k, /)-free arithmetic
progression in TLjdTL with cardinality akj(d) is a maximal (k, /)-free arithmetic
progression. With this notation, the main result of Section 5 is the following
theorem.

Theorem 2.3. Let k and I be two different positive integers. Let G be any finite
Abelian group. Then

max ' * "—- < \h G < max
d\ exp(G) d ' \ k + / d\ exp(G) d I2 J •

This theorem can be completely elucidated in the case where gcd(k — l, \G\) 1,

an hypothesis which is automatically satisfied in the case of sum-free sets since
k — I 1. In the absence of this assumption, degenerate behaviors may appear:
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for instance, if k I (mod exp(G)), then Xk,i{G) 0. Prom now on (except in
Section 4), we always assume gcd(A; — /, |G|) 1.

A consequence of Theorem 2.3 is the following explicit result.

Theorem 2.4. Let k and I be two different positive integers. Let G be any finite
Abelian group such that gcd(|G|, k — I) 1. //exp(G) possesses at least one divisor
not congruent to 1 (mod k + I) then

d

This corollary generalizes Theorem C. On the more, it follows from our study
a more general understanding of the very nature of the obstruction in determining
M,i(G) in case (iii) of Theorem C. Generally speaking, we are unable to compute
Afci;(G) in the case where any factor of the exponent of the group is congruent to
1 modulo k + I.

Nevertheless, Theorem 2.4 is a strong indication that the following Conjecture
2.5 (which generalizes Yap's Conjecture B in a reasonable way) could be true.

Conjecture 2.5. Let k and I be two different positive integers. Let G be any finite
Abelian group satisfying gcd(|G|, k — 1) 1, then

d|exp(G)

Actually, we can prove this conjecture in the case of cyclic groups.

Theorem 2.6. Let k and I be two different positive integers, n be any positive
integer such that gcd(n, k — I) 1. Then

d\n [ J

For n a prime, this result reduces to the evaluation of Xk,i(G) in Theorem D.

Finally, in Section 6, we apply the structural result derived in Section 4 (Theorem

2.2) to the case of sum-free sets. In Proposition 6.1, we will characterize
completely, and for any finite Abelian group G, all the maximal sum-free sets in
G with cardinality at least one third of that of G. This allows us not only to
recover but also to extend the results quoted in the Introduction (both Theorem
C and the structural characterization of sum-free sets with maximal cardinality
(Theorems 7.8 and 7.9 in [28])).
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3. A new addition theorem generalizing Vosper's

The most basic additive result in finite groups is the simple following lemma [18,
Theorem 1.1]. It is an easy consequence of the pigeon-hole principle and sometimes
referred to as the Prehistorical lemma.

Lemma 3.1 (Prehistorical lemma). Let H be a finite subgroup of an arbitrary
Abelian group G, A, B be subsets of G, each being included in some H-coset. If
\A\ + \B\ >\H\, then\A+B\ \H\.

The following result slightly generalizes Theorem A and can be proved in a

very similar way.

Lemma 3.2. Let A be a generating subset of a finite Abelian group G such that
0 G A and \A\ < (\G\ + l)/2, then one of the following conditions holds:

(i) A is an arithmetic progression,
(ii) there is a subgroup H ^ {0} such that \H + A\ < min(|G| - 1, \H\ + \A\),
(iii) A is a Vosper subset of G.

Before proceeding with the proof and for the sake of clarity, it will be useful
and efficient to introduce the needed vocabulary from the isoperimetric method
(the reader interested in a general introduction to this subject is referred to [8,

9]). Doing so should make easier the forthcoming references to results from the
isoperimetric method in the literature.

In order to save space, here is only what is needed to understand the following
proof. Let G be an arbitrary finite Abelian group. In the context of the isoperimetric

method, a subset A of G such that there exists a set Xq C G with \Xq\ > 2 and
\A + Xq\ < \G\ — 2 is said to be 2-separable. In that case, the following minimum
is well defined

k2(A) =min{|.A-r--¥|- \X\ where X C G, \X\ > 2 and \A+X\ < \G\ -2}
and known as the second isoperimetric number. Therefore, A is not a Vosper set

if and only if it is 2-separable and verifies «2 («4) < |«4| — 1. A set X\ C G such

that |,Yi| > 2, |.4+ Xx\ < \G\ - 2 and n2(A) \A + Xx\ - \Xi_\ is said to be

2-critical (for A). A 2-critical set with minimal cardinality is called a 2-atom
(for A). Notice that the translate of a 2-atom (and more generally of a 2-critical
set) is still a 2-atom (resp. a 2-critical set), so that we may always consider a

2-atom containing 0. The following result gives a structural characterization of
the 2-atoms when the second isoperimetric number is "small".

Lemma 3.3. (Corollary 6.3 in [11]). Let A be a subset of some finite Abelian

group G such that 0 £ A Let K be a 2-atom (for A) containing 0.

If ^2 (A) \A\ — I, then either K is a subgroup of G or \K\ 2.

If K2(A) < |«4| — 2, then K is a subgroup of G.
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We will need yet another structural result on 2-atoms.

Lemma 3.4 (Proposition 6.5 in [11]). Let A be a generating subset of some finite
Abelian group G such that 0 G A. We assume that «2 («4.) |«4.| — I, and let K be

a 2-atom containing 0. Then, one of the following holds:

• | if | > 2 and K is a subgroup of G,
• A is an arithmetic progression,
• A is almost periodic : that is, A is the union of one element a and some

J-cosets (not containing a) for some subgroup J =^ {0} of G,
• |«4| > |G|/2 and there is a proper subgroup L of G such that \A\ > \G\ —

\L\ + l.

Now, we are equipped enough to prove Lemma 3.2.

Proof of Lemma 3.2. In the case where \A\ < |G|/2, this is exactly Theorem A
(or Lemma 2 of [12]). The only case which remains is that of groups G with odd
cardinality and \A\ (|G| + l)/2.

If A is not a Vosper subset (that is, if (iii) is false), then, as noticed above,
there is a set Xq with \Xq\ > 2 and |*4 + Xq\ < \G\ — 2; moreover

k2(A) =min{|.A + -¥|- \X\ where X C G, \X\ > 2 and \A+X\ < \G\ -2}
vérifies

K2(A) < \A\ -1.
Now, we consider if, a 2-atom containing 0.

If «2(«4) < |^4,| — 2 or |if | > 3, then we can apply Lemma 3.3 which implies
that if is a subgroup of G. Since if is a 2-atom, it contains at least two elements,
so if ^ {0}. Thus we get (ii) with H if.

From now on, we may therefore assume that K2(A) \A\ — 1 and |if | 2.

Thus, we are in a position to apply Lemma 3.4 from which it turns out that there
are only three possible cases (the first case in the conclusion of Lemma 3.4 cannot
happen).

In the first case (A is an arithmetic progression), we get directly (i).
In the second case (A is almost periodic), keeping the notation J for the

subgroup introduced in Lemma 3.4, we obtain \A + J\ \A\ + \J\ — 1. Therefore

A+J^G, otherwise since \A\ (|G| + l)/2 we obtain \J\ (|G| + l)/2, which
is not possible. So,

\A+J\ < \G\-\J\ < \G\-2.
We are therefore in case (ii) with H J and the result follows.

The final case is the one where there is a proper subgroup L of G such that

|.4| > |G| - |L| + 1.

Since \L\ < |G|/3 (G has an odd cardinality), we come to the contradiction

(|G| + l)/2 |^| > \G\ - \L\ + 1 > 2|G|/3 + 1 > 2(|G| + l)/3.
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This achieves the proof. D

In order to prove Theorem 2.1, we will need yet another lemma.

Lemma 3.5. Let G be any finite Abelian group and H be a subgroup of G. Let us

put ip tpG.G/H- Let A be a subset of G such that

\A+H\

If K is a subgroup of G/H such that

\4>(A) +K\< min(|G|/|tf |, \K\

then

\A+^-\K)\ < min(|G|, |^| +

Proof. Let us set K' ^1(K) so that K' + H K'. Thus K' + A is composed
with i7-cosets. Consequently, we obtain

\K' + A\ \H\\^{K' + A)\

\H\\K\ + \A + H\-\H\
< \K'\ + \A\.

Since \K + ^{A)\ < \G/H\, K + ^(A) ^ G/H and thus K' + A ^ G. The
conclusion follows. D

We are now ready to prove our generalization of Vosper's theorem.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Take H a maximal subgroup of G such that

\A+H\
Since {0} satisfies this inequality, such a subgroup does exist.

Let us prove that

< »i. (2)

where ip denotes once again tpG.G/H- Indeed,

and thus

which gives (2).
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Clearly 0 G ip(A) and tp(A) is a generating set in G/H. We are thus in a

position to apply Lemma 3.2 to A/H and G/H. The result follows since case (ii)
cannot happen. Indeed, for any non-zero subgroup K of G/H,

\K + 4(A)\ > mm(\G/H\, \K\

in view of the maximality of H (the set ip 1(K) contains H) and Lemma 3.5. D

4. A structural result on "large" maximal (k, Z)-free sets

Let us begin with two easy remarks that we state under the form of a lemma. It
will be useful in what follows.

Lemma 4.1. Let k and I be two different positive integers. Let G be an Abelian

group and H be a subgroup of G. If X is a {k, I)-free set in G/H, then the inverse
image of X, tpG G,H(X), is a (k, I)-free set in G. Moreover, if tpG G ,H(X) is a

maximal (k, I)-free set in G, then X is a maximal (k, I)-free set in G/H.

We shall also need the following two lemmas (we have included a short proof
of Lemma 4.2 in [12]).

LEMMA 4.2 (Olson's lemma [20]) LetB be a generating subset of a finite Abelian

group G such that 0 G B. Then for every non-empty subset C ofG, we have

\B + C\ >mi

In particular, for every positive integer j, we have

Lemma 4.3. Let k and I be two different positive integers. Let G be a finite
Abelian group which admits a maximal (k, I)-free set with one element. Then G is
a cyclic group.

Proof. We assume the existence of a maximal (k, /)-free set with one element, say
{a}. It is well known that any finite Abelian group is isomorphic to some

Z/aiZ x Z/a2Z x • • • x Z/as_iZ x Z/asZ

with 2 < as|as_i| |a2|ai (see for example [23]). So, we may assume that G is of
this form. Suppose that s > 2 and write a in Z/aiZ x Z/'a^L x • • • x Z/asZ as

a («i, «2, • • •, as)-

Since the set {a} is a maximal (k, Z)-free set, we have 0 G k{a, ß} — I {a, ß} for any
ß G G, different from a. Apply this for instance to ß (ai, «2 + 1, «3, • • •, as).
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Since any element of k{a, ß} — l{a, ß} has (k — l)a\ as its first coordinate we
deduce that

(k-l)ai 0.

Clearly, there was nothing spécifie with the first coordinate in this reasoning so

that we infer more generally that (k — l)a.i 0 for any i (1 < i < s). This shows

that ka la, or, in other words that {a} is not (k, /)-free. This is a contradiction;
thus s 1 and G is cyclic. D

We are now ready to prove our main result of this section, namely Theorem 2.2.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. In this proof we assume without loss of generality that
k>l.

In the first part of the proof, we consider only the case where there is an a G A
such that A — a generates G. Let us fix such an element a and write B A — a.

By Theorem 2.1 (0 belongs to B and \B\ \A\ < \G\/2 by (1)), there exists a

subgroup H of G with

|B + tf|<min(|G|,|tf| + |B|) (3)

and such that B/H is either an arithmetic progression or a Vosper subset in G/H.
We now define a partition of B Bx U • • • U Bu, with |Bi| < • • • < \BU\ such

that any Bj is the intersection of B with an i7-coset. Note that u > 2 follows from
the fact that B generates G.

By (3), we get

Since each Bj has cardinality at most \H\, it follows that for any (i,j) ^ (1,1),

|B,-| + |Bil>|ff| + l. (4)

By Lemma 3.1, we get Bt + B3 Bt + Bi + H. It follows that if r > 2,

rB= (r(B + i/)\(rBi+i/))UrBi, (5)

and also, for any r,t > 1,

rB-tB= (r(B + H)- t(B + H)\ (rBx - tBx + H)) U (rBi - tBi). (6)

Now, we claim that B/H is an arithmetic progression in G/H. Indeed, let us
assume the contrary. In particular, we have

u \B/H\ > 3

and B/H has to be a Vosper subset of G/H.
Let us prove that the following inequality holds:

\(k - l)B\ > (k - l)\B\. (7)

Since it is clearly valid when k — I 1, we may assume that k — I > 2. The
(k, /)-freeness of A implies that (k — I)A and IA — IA are intersection-free. By
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using this, (5) and (4), we obtain

\G\ > \(k - l)A\ + \IA - IA\

\(k - l)B\ + \IB - IB\

> (\(k - l)(B + H)\ - \(k - l)B1 +H\ + \(k - OSil) + (|ßi| + |ß2

> (\(k - l)(B + H)\ - \H\ + |ßi|) + (|ßi| + \B2\ + \Bs\)

\(k - l)(B + H)\ - \H\ + (|öi| + |ß2|) + (|ßi| + |ß3|)

> \(k-l)(B + H)\ + \H\.

Therefore \(k - l)(B + H)\ which is a multiple of \H\ vérifies

or equivalently (notice that for any subset C of G, we have (C + H)/H C/H)

\(k-l)B/H\<\G/H\-2.
Thus, by a repeated application of the Vosper subset property, we obtain that

\(k-l)B/H\>(k-l)\B/H\
or

\(k-l)(B + H)\ >(k-l)\B + H\.

We thus deduce (by (5) and this)

> (k - l)\B + H\ - \H\ + \

> (k-l)\B\,
and (7) is proved.

In the same way, we also have (by (6) and the Vosper subset property for B+H)
that

H)-l(B + H)\- |(/ß! - IBX) + H\ + \IBX - IBX

Now, IB — IB is symmetric around zero by which we mean that if x belongs to
it then so does —x. Therefore, if G has an odd cardinality and since B contains 0,

the cardinality of IB — IB must be odd. We thus have

\lB-lB\>2l\B\+e(G). (8)

By using (7) and (8), we finally obtain

Z)|ß|+e(G),
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in contradiction with the hypothesis on \B\ \A\. Thus B/H is an arithmetic
progression. So does A/H, which is one of its translates.

We immediately note that G/H is cyclic. Indeed, B/H is at the same time a

generating subset and an arithmetic progression containing 0.

We now claim that A/H itself is (k, /)-free. Indeed, assume the contrary and
define

Al Bt + a.

Then, by a translation of (6) (with r k,t I),

0 G kAi - lAi + H.

Since Ai is contained in exactly one i7-coset, we deduce that

kAi -lAi+H H.

This implies
(k - l)Ai C kAi - lAi C kAi -lAi + H H.

Thus, IA2 and (k — l)Ai + IA2 are contained in the same i7-coset. In fact, the
latter set is a whole i7-coset (by (4) and Lemma 3.1). Therefore

IA2 C(k- l)Ai + lAi C kA.

On the other hand, IA2 C IA. Thus kAnlA D IA2 ^ 0, which contradicts the
assumption kAC\ IA 0. We have therefore proved that A/H is a (k, /)-free set.

Now, by Lemma 4.1, A + H ip^,H{A/H) is (k, /)-free. The maximality
of A then implies A A + H. So, A ^^^^(A/H) being maximal, Lemma
4.1 again shows that A/H itself has to be a maximal (k, /)-free set in G/H. This
closes the first part of this proof.

We now come to the second possible case, namely the case where there is no
element a £ A such that B A — a generates G. We select an arbitrary element
a G A. The set B A — a generates a proper subgroup, say K, of G. We have

A C a + K and B C K.
Assume that (k — l)a belongs to K. So, kA and IA are two disjoint (by [k, l)-

freeness) subsets of the same if-coset. We thus get

\kB\ + \IB\ \kA\ + \IA\ < \K\ < \G\/2. (9)

Since B generates K and contains 0, we are in a position to apply Lemma 4.2

(notice that \kB\, \IB\ < \K\) which gives

This and (9) give
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in contradiction with the assumption on the cardinality of A in the statement of
Theorem 2.2. Consequently, (k — I)a does not belong to K.

Since ka and la do not fall in the same if-coset, the set a + K itself is (k, Z)-free.

Therefore, the maximality of A implies that A a + K. Thus A+ K A. Since

A 'ip^Q,K{A/K) is a maximal (k, Z)-free set, Lemma 4.1 shows that .A/Ä" itself
is a maximal (A;, Z)-free set in G/K. Finally, the cyclicity of G/K follows from
Lemma 4.3 and the second possible case is now completed. D

5. Large (fc,/)-free sets

5.1. Proof of Theorem 2.3

Let us first recall the following lemma which is an easy exercise.

Lemma 5.1. Let G be any finite Abehan group. For any integer m, the two
following propositions are equivalent:

(i) m divides exp G,

(ii) there exists a subgroup H of G such that G/H is isomorphic to Z/mZ.

We go on with another lemma.

Lemma 5.2. Let k and I be two different positive integers. Let G be a finite
Abehan group and m any divisor ofexp(G). Then there exists a (k, I)-free set in
G with cardinality

ak'l{m)\G\.
m

Proof. Since m divides the exponent of G, by Lemma 5.1, there exists a subgroup
H of G, such that G/H is isomorphic to Z/mZ. Choose a (k, Z)-free set A in
arithmetic progression in Z/mZ with cardinality akti{m). Finally, consider the
inverse image of it P 'iPq1q/h(A). The set P has cardinality ak,i(m)\H\
o^k,i(m)\G\/m and is (k, Z)-free by Lemma 4.1. D

An immediate consequence of Lemma 5.2 is the proof of the lower bound

AM(G)> max ^^\G\. (10)
d|exp(G) d

Let us now come to the upper bound.
Consider A a (k, Z)-free subset of G with maximal cardinality (and consequently

maximal itself), and assume

(k + l)\A\>\G\ + l-e(G). (11)
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We can apply Theorem 2.2 by which we know that there is a subgroup H of G such

that A+ H A, A/H is both a maximal (k, /)-free set in G/H and an arithmetic
progression and, finally, G/H is cyclic. We shall write m \G/H\. By Lemma
5.1, the cyclicity of G/H implies m\ exp(G).

Since \A\ has maximal cardinality and A A + H, it follows from Lemma 4.1

that |«4/i/| |«4.|/|.H~| is the maximal possible cardinality of a (k, /)-free arithmetic
progression in the cyclic group of order \G/H\, that is exactly akj(m). Thus

This achieves the proof of Theorem 2.3.

5.2. Preparatory lemmas

In this section, we study the function akti{n) defined as the maximal cardinality
of a (k, /)-free arithmetic progression in Z/nZ. Clearly otkti{l) 0 so that we shall

assume n > 2. Our goal is the proof of the following lemma.

Lemma 5.3. Let n > 2, k and I be three positive integers subject to k =^ I and

gcd(n,k-l) 1.

Then akj(n) is given by the formula

''n \n — 2]

where p denotes the smallest prime dividing n.

It turns out that the proof of Lemma 5.3 must be divided according to whether
or not the arithmetic progression considered is contained in a coset of a proper
subgroup (in short, we shall call such a coset, a proper coset). That is why we
defîne two new quantities. For n > 2, we let

ßk,i{n)

denote the maximal cardinality of a (k, I)-free arithmetic progression in TL/nL
contained in some proper coset and let

denote the maximal cardinality of (k, I)-free arithmetic progression in TL/nL not
contained in any proper coset (if there is no such (k, /)-free arithmetic progression
in Z/nZ, then we put ^k,i{n) 0).

Clearly a.f.ti{n) max(/3fc;(n), jk,i(n))- Thus, Lemma 5.3 is an easy
consequence of the two following lemmas (Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5).
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Lemma 5.4. Let n > 2, k and I he three positive integers subject to k =^= I and

gcd(n, k - I) 1,

then ßk,i(n) is equal to n/p where p denotes the smallest prime dividing n.

Proof. Let P be a (k, Z)-free arithmetic progression, contained in some proper coset
in Z/nZ, with the maximal possible cardinality for the sets with these properties.
By définition, P is included in a certain coset of the form a + H for some proper
subgroup H of G. Therefore, the size of P is less than or equal to the maximal
size of any proper subgroup of Z/nZ, that is \P\ < n/p. Therefore ßk,i{n) < n/p.

Conversely, given any subgroup H of Z/nZ, if we choose a in Z/nZ such that
(k — I)a <^ H (which is always possible by the coprimality condition), the i7-coset

a+ H is an arithmetic progression (since H is cyclic) which is (k, /)-free, contained
in a proper coset and has cardinality \H\. Taking for H the subgroup of multiples
of p gives ßk,i(n) > n/p. D

Having in mind the forthcoming Lemma 5.7, we underline the fact that there are
(k, /)-free arithmetic progressions contained in some proper coset with cardinality
ßk,i(n) in TL/nL which are not maximal (k, /)-free sets. For instance, we may
consider the set {2, 7,12,17, 22} C Z/25Z which is not a maximal sum-free set
since it is a subset of {2,3,7,12,17,22} (which is still sum-free). We shall see

that the situation is completely different for (k, /)-free arithmetic progressions not
contained in a proper coset with maximal cardinality 7fci;(n), that we start to
study in the next lemma.

Lemma 5.5. Let n > 2, k and I he three positive integers subject to k =^= I and

gcd(n, k — I) 1,

then 7fc,;(n) is equal to

0,

Proof. We first show that, in Z/nZ, the cardinality of any (A;, Z)-free arithmetic
progression not contained in any proper coset is upper bounded by

To prove it, just consider any arithmetic progression P, not contained in a proper
coset. The set P is of the form P {x + jd,j 0,1,..., jo} with d a non-zero
element of Z/nZ and jo some non-negative integer. By hypothesis, d generates
Z/nZ (P—x is contained in the subgroup generated by d). Since P is an arithmetic
progression, kP — IP is also an arithmetic progression. It has

\kP-lP\ (k + l)(\P\ -1) + 1 (13)
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elements. Indeed, kP — IP {(k — l)x + jd,j —Ijo, ¦ ¦ ¦, kjo} and, by definition
of (k, /)-freeness, 0 is not in kP — IP, therefore no element of Z/nZ appears twice
in the list (k — l)x + jd, (j —Ijo, ¦ ¦ ¦, kjo) '¦ would it be so, d being a generating
element, jd would describe a complete set of residues modulo n and 0 would belong
to kP — IP. This proves formula (13). Using again the (k, /)-freeness yields

(k + l)(\P\ -l) + l \kP-lP\<n-l,
which gives the upper bound (12) for \P\.

If n < k + / + 1, the upper bound (12) gives 7fcj(n) < 1. But since any
set with one element is included in a proper coset, we conclude that there is no
(k, /)-free arithmetic progression not contained in a proper coset in Z/nZ and that
lk.i{n) =0.

Suppose now n > k+l+ 2. In order to prove that 7fcj(n) [(n — 2)/(k + /)] + l,
we just need to construct a (k, /)-free arithmetic progression in Z/nZ, not contained
in any proper coset, with that number of elements. Let us perform the Euclidean
division n — 2 (k + l)q + r, 0 < r < k + I — 1 and notice that q > 1. Let us
consider the arithmetic progression P {x, x +1,..., x + q} with x the solution of
(k — l)x 1 + Iq (mod n) which is possible by the coprimality condition. Clearly
P, which contains q + 1 > 2 consecutive elements cannot be included in a proper
coset. Now,

kP -IP= {(k-l)x + jj -lq,...,kq} {1, 2,..., 1 + (k

which shows that P is a solution (0 £ kP — IP) since 1 + (k + l)q n — 1 — r < n.
D

Notice that, with this proof, it is easily seen what exactly the sets attaining
the bound jk.i(n) are. For a set A C G and j a positive integer, we shall denote

by j.A the j-fold multiple set

j.A {ja where a e A}.

Lemma 5.6. Let n, k and I be three positive integers subject to n > k -\- I -\- 2 and
k =^ I and

gcd(n, A; -/) 1.

The (k, I)-free arithmetic progressions, not contained in any proper coset, with
cardinality 7fc j(n) in Z/nZ are exactly the sets

d.{x + j : j 0,1,..., [(n - 2)/(fc + /)]} (mod n)

where d,iG TLjnL, with d mvertible and

"n-2l
(A; - Z)z G

k + l k-l
For given n, k and / satisfying the assumptions of the lemma, the set of arithmetic

progressions listed in Lemma 5.6 (which is never empty) will be denoted by
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Z/nZ). By isomorphism, we can extend this notation to any cyclic group.
So, for any cyclic group G such that gcd(|G|, k — I) 1 and \G\ > k + / + 2, we
denote by

GVk.i(G)

the set of (k, /)-free arithmetic progressions, not contained in any proper coset, with
cardinality 7fc.;(|G|). This notation will be useful to describe the large maximal
sum-free sets (this will be done in Section 6). The elements of these sets (or
equivalently the elements of Ç?Pfc.;(Z/nZ)) have an interesting property for our
purpose which contrasts with the situation described after Lemma 5.4: they are
not only maximal (k, Z)-free arithmetic progressions but also maximal (k, Z)-free
sets.

Lemma 5.7. Let n, k and I be three positive integers subject to n > k +1 + 2 and

gcd(n, k — I) 1.

Any element of'QT'fc,i(Z/'nL) is a maximal (k, I)-free set.

Proof. We begin with a remark. If C is a non-empty subset of Z/nZ, we denote by
He the smallest integer m such that C can be written as a union of m arithmetic
progressions with difference 1. We clearly have, for any non-empty C C Z/nZ,

|C + {0,l}| >min(|C|+Mc,n) > min(|C| + l,n). (14)

If R is an arithmetic progression with difference 1 (and \R\ > 2), it is a translate
of (\R\ — l){0,1} which gives, using iteratively (14),

\C + R\ \C+ (\R\ - l){0,1}| > min(|C| + \R\ - 1, n). (15)

If C is not an arithmetic progression with difference 1 and is non-empty, we have

Me > 2 and (15) can be improved in

|C + Ä|>min(|C| + |Ä|,n). (16)

This follows, by (15) and (14), in view of

\C + R\ \C + {0,1} + (\R\- 2){0,1}| > min(|C + {0,1}| + \R\ - 2,n)

Now, take any arithmetic progression P in Ç?Pfc.;(Z/nZ). Without loss of generality,

we may assume that its difference is 1. Let Q be a subset of Z/nZ, containing
P, such that \Q\ \P\ + 1. We assume that it is a (k, Z)-free set. By définition of
P g GVkj(Z/nZ), Q cannot be an arithmetic progression. So we have /xq > 2.

We now prove by induction that for any j subsets Qi, ...,Qj of Z/nZ all equal
to either Q or —Q, we have

(17)

For j 1, \Qi\ \P\ + 1 and the formula holds. Let now j be a positive integer
and assume that (17) holds for j. Without loss of generality, we may assume
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Qj+i Q. We distinguish two cases. If Qi + ¦¦¦ + Qj is not an arithmetic
progression with difference f, we get by (16),

and the result holds in view of the induction hypothesis. If Q\ + ¦¦¦ + Qj is an
arithmetic progression with difference 1, we get by (15),

|Qi + • • • + Qj + Q\ > min(|Qi + • • • + Qj\ + \Q\ - l,n) > min(l + j\P\ + \P\,n),

and the result holds also. Thus, assertion (17) is proved.
Now, using this formula, we obtain

\kQ-lQ\ > min(l+ (& + /)|P|,n) min (1 + (k + l)jktl(n),n) > n,

in contradiction with the (k, /)-freeness of Q. D

5.3. Proof of Theorem 2.4

Again, we begin with a lemma.

Lemma 5.8. Let k and I be two different positive integers and G be any finite
Abelian group such that gcd(|G|, k — I) 1. Then

max —'——L maxmax max
d|exp(G) d d|exp(G) d

Proof. When d 1, the quantity ([(d - 2)/(k + /)] + l)/d 0. Thus the formula
holds when \G\ 1 Assume now \G\ > 2. By Lemma 5.3, we obtain, for any d

dividing expG (d > 2),

ak i{d) max
'

' Pd

d-2
k + l

where p^ denotes the smallest prime dividing d.

Since akj(d) is a non-negative function vanishing in d 0, we get

ak,i(d) aktl(d) d \d-2~] \\ 1

max ——— max ——— max max —, -—- +1 -;
d|exp(G) d d|exp(G), d>2 d d\ exp(G), d>2 \ \Pd [ k+ l J // d

max -, max
p d|exp(G)V d J

where p is the smallest prime dividing \G\. But, since p divides the exponent of G
and

p p
the preceding expression simplifies as announced. D
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Let us now turn our attention to proving Theorem 2.4.

Proof of Theorem 2.4- Suppose first that the cardinality of G is even. Then, the
coprimality hypothesis implies that k — I is odd. Therefore, by considering any
subgroup H of G with index 2 and the sum-free set A G \ H, we see that
Afc i(G) > \G\/2. By (1), this gives Xk.i(G) \G\/2. On the other hand, we have

[(d-2)/(k + l)] + l 1/2 ltd 2

d \ < 1/2 if d > 3.

This gives the result.
Now, we consider the case of groups with an odd cardinality (that is, the case

e(G) 1). Applying Lemma 5.8 to the lower bound in Theorem 2.3 yields

|? (^ ICI, (18)
d\ exp(G) \ d J

which is half of the formula of Theorem 2.4.

Since, by hypothesis, exp(G) has a divisor m which is not congruent to 1 modulo
k + l, we may find an integer r with 2 < r < k + / and m r (mod k + /). Then

k+lJ k+l ~k+l
This shows, using (18), that

X (G)> ITJ-

Therefore, once again by Theorem 2.3 (but using now the upper bound), we get

A (C\< m»v
afc-'^'gl

mnv n(^2)/(fc + Q] + n
Ah i ti <- max max G-

d|exp(G) d d|exp(G) \ d J

which coincides with the lower bound derived in (18). This gives the formula of
Theorem 2.4. D

Let us finish with a remark. Keeping the same notation, we may observe that
r being fixed (< k + l), the ratio

(m - r + k + l)\G\ \G\ (k + I - r)\G\
m(k + I) ~ k + l m(k + I)

is a decreasing function of m. It follows that among the divisors of exp(G) with
the same value modulo k + I, m is minimal.
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5.4. The case of cyclic groups (proof of Theorem 2.6)

We start with a general remark. If d is congruent to 1 modulo k + / then

d ~
(k + l)d ~ k + l (k + l)d

which is both less than l/(k + /) and an increasing function of d. Otherwise, that
is, if d is not congruent to 1 modulo k + l, then

d ~ k + l

as shown by formula (19).

Proof of Theorem 2.6. Suppose first that n has at least one divisor not congruent
to 1 modulo k + l. In this case, we apply Theorem 2.4 and the conclusion follows
since exp(Z/nZ) n.

Suppose now that any divisor d of n is congruent to 1 modulo k+l. In particular,
n must be odd. We can apply successively Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 5.8. This
gives

max \ n < At. ;(Z/nZ) < max .max
d\n \ d j ~ fc'U ' ' ~ 1 k + V d\n

(20)
But the general remark stated above shows that

(d-l)n n-1
max I ^-1- I n max —

d\n \ d d\n (k + l)d k + l'
So, putting this in (20) gives the result. D

6. Sum-free sets revisited

We now apply the structural result obtained in Section 4 (Theorem 2.2) to sum-
free sets. What we obtain is the following improvement on Yap's results since we
characterize all maximal sum-free subsets with cardinality at least one third ofthat
of the ambient group, generalizing Theorems 7.8 and 7.9 of [28]. As a by-product,
this gives an alternative proof of Yap's result that we write down completely here
for the sake of both clarity and completeness.

Proposition 6.1. Let G be any finite Abelian group. The maximal sum-free sets

with cardinality larger than or equal to (|G| + 1 — e(G))/3 are exactly the arithmetic
progressions of cosets '<Pq1q/h{C), where H is any subgroup of G such that G/H
is cyclic, and
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• if \G\ is even: \G/H\ 2 (mod 3), and C C G/H is the non-zero element

if \G/H\ 2 and any element of ÇV2,\{G/H) if \G/H\ > 5,

• if\G\ is odd: \G/H\ 0 or 2 (mod 3), andC C G/H is one of the two nonzero

elements if \G/H\ 3 and any element of ÇV2,i(G/H) if \G/H\ > 5.

Proof. We will prove Proposition 6.1 in the following equivalent form: the maximal
sum-free sets with cardinality larger than or equal to (\G\ + 1 — e(G))/3 are exactly
the following:

if \G\ is even:

(i) G\H, where H is any subgroup of G with order \G\/2,
(ii) the set 'tp^Q/H{C), where H is any subgroup of G such that G/H is cyclic,

\G/H\ 2 (mod'3)7 \G/H\ > 5 and where C is any element of ÇV2,i(G/H),
and if \G\ is odd:

(iii) one of the two H-cosets different from H, where H is any subgroup of G
with order |G|/3,

(iv) the set 4i~^~G iH(C), where H is any subgroup of G such that G/H is cyclic,

\G/H\ ^ 1 (mod 3), \G/H\ > 5 and where C is any element of QV2,i{G/H).

Any of these kinds of sets is a maximal sum-free set. For (i) and (iii), this is

easily seen directly. For (ii) and (iv), this follows from Lemmas 5.7 and 4.1 (in the
special case k 2, / 1).

Let us check that they all have a cardinality larger than or equal to (\G\ + 1 —

e(G))/3. Cases (i) and (iii) are immediate (recall that e(G) 1 is equivalent to
\G\ odd). Cases (ii) and (iv) follow from

VrG%/H(C)\ \C\\H\ 12A(G/H)\H\ Q|g/^~2] + l) \H\.

In case (ii), this is (|G| + |ü"|)/3 while, in case (iv), this is at least |G|/3. In both
cases, this is larger than or equal to (|G| + 1 — e(G))/3, as wished.

Conversely, there remains to show that there are no other solutions. Take a

maximal sum-free set A such that

IAl > (21)

We distinguish two cases.

We assume first that A is included in a coset a + H (for some proper subgroup
H of G). If (k - l)a £ H, by (1), \A\ < \H\/2 < |G|/4 which is in contradiction
with (21). Therefore, ka and la are not in the same i7-coset. The maximality of
A then implies A a + H and subsequently \A\ \H\. Considering (21) shows

that, if \G\ is even, then the only possible case is \H\ |G|/2 which leads to case

(i). If \G\ is odd then (21) shows that the only possibility is \H\ |G|/3 which
leads to case (iii). This closes the first case considered.

We now assume that A is not contained in any proper coset. By (21), we may
apply Theorem 2.2: there is a subgroup H of G such that A + H A, G/H is a
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cyclic group and A/H is an arithmetic progression and a maximal sum-free set.
We put q \G/H\, thus G/H is isomorphic to the cyclic group Z/</Z. Clearly,

q>\.
By Lemma 5.5, since A/H is a non-empty maximal (k, Z)-free arithmetic

progression in Z/</Z and A/H is not contained in any proper coset in G/H (otherwise
A itself would be contained in a proper coset), we obtain q > 5 and

q-2\A\ \A/H\ \H\<>y2tl(q)\H\

The case q 1 (mod 3) is readily seen to be in contradiction with (21).
If 9 0 (mod 3), (21) and (22) show that

(22)

This implies that e(G) 1 (that is, G has an odd cardinality), \A\ |G|/3 and

/F|=72,i(</).
If </ 2 (mod 3), we obtain

(^W. (23,

In fact, once again, one has |«4/i/| 72,1(9) because otherwise (23) yields

< (7< |^4/F| |F| < (721((/) i)|F| ^^j |G| <

a contradiction.
In both cases, A/H must have cardinality 72,1(9) which implies A/H to be an

element of QVi.\iG/H). This achieves the proof. D

Since this lemma gives a complete description of "large" maximal sum-free sets,

it could reveal useful for the problem of counting the number of sum-free sets in
finite Abelian groups [1, 17].
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